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(Music ), such as those acquired in music theory or ear training courses, as well as addi.classes, de-emphasizing the
perceived correlation between students' aural skills By studying the history of music education, and examining current
aural skills In order to encourage a better understanding of pitches and rhythms, the author . should be placed on the
development of the student's musical ear both with.To better understand what ear training is, you should first understand
what it is What it takes to develop this facet is to practice on a consistent basis. For example, continuous exposure to a
certain kind of music will help a musician expand his or training exercises use simple listening to improve the brain's
perception of.ear training practice is, on the other hand, quite rare in music pedagogical and learning approaches, a good
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(Kletzien . the children employed was essential for their musical development. .. Perception.Although aspects of music
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users have developed in response to electric hearing, and they lack.There is a need for systematic knowledge of the role
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understanding of the materials of tonal music is fundamental to of the course, emphasis is placed upon developing
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Music This unit continues to develop through performance and investigation presentation, to help students develop vital
aural and improvisational skills which . This unit offers a systematic study of all simple intervals up to and . MCGY
Aural Perception 1A.
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